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A BSTR A C T

Compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) are gaining wide-spread acceptance due to energy conservation 
concerns. The key objective o f the work presented in this paper is to gain improved and updated 
understanding of the operation and performance of the CFL. The work presented in this paper 
summarizes the detailed testing that has been performed to characterize the response of modem CFL to 
temperature and power abnormalities. Moreover, an effective criteria to detect defect components of 
CFLs is implemented. The tests are based on recent testing standards and utilized a modem industrial 
advanced power supply with newly designed chamber. Finally, the impacts of excessive voltage 
fluctuations on sensitive low voltage (LV) equipment were also investigated. Experimental results show 
that all CFLs are sensitive to voltage sags and vary in a wide range. It also proves that some brands of 
CFLs having similar power rating are sensitive to both voltage sag magnitudes and its duration. Finally 
a method to improve the sensitivity of CFLs to voltage sags is implemented. The information in this 
paper proves useful facts to decision makers in industry.
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1. IN TR O D U C TIO N
Compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) have recently emerged as cost-com petitive, energy efficient 
alternative to replace conventional incandescent lamps in their existing fittings. Recently, 
power companies have been encouraged the use o f CFLs due to its energy efficiency1. The use 
o f CFLs is expected to save up to 10% o f  a household’s electricity usage and have longer life  
time when compare to other lighting alternatives. Beside from energy efficiency, CFLs are 
susceptible to power system  abnormalities such as voltage dips, pops, outages and lack o f 
temperature sensitivity. During dip, the voltage suffers a sudden reduction o f voltage between
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10-90% o f the nominal voltage that lasts between 10 m illiseconds and one minute. Voltage sag 
may cause lamps to extinguish or flicker that cause nuisance and reduction o f light intensity or 
damage in some cases. However, there is a little available information related to the sensitivity 
o f CFLs due to voltage sags or temporary outages and temperature tolerances. In most o f 
research papers about CFL performances discussed effect o f harmonics and their influences. 
Some literature have discussed flicker generation in CFLs mainly due to fluctuations in their 
supply voltage. M oreover, there are few  works on the sensitivity o f CFLs in the presence o f

j

power system disturbances such as inter harmonics and phase jumps which are not normally 
associated with flicker6 and its operation performances. The extensive use o f CFLs with 
electronic ballasts demands a comprehensive analysis, including not only their effects on 
harmonic em issions2 and flicker sensitivity, but also their performance during the other power 
quality problems such as voltage sags, temperature sensitivity in electric distribution systems. 
In this study, after a thorough description about the operation o f compact fluorescent lamps, 
variety o f tests are performed on various CFLs. These tests are carried out to observe the 
variation Of tube temperature with chamber temperature and light intensity variation o f the 
CFLs during voltage fluctuations. Moreover, to evaluate the voltage, temperature tolerance 
levels o f the tested CFLs are subjected to test repeatedly to gain threshold tests values. Typical 
circuit o f a CFL is shown in the Figure 1.
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EMI Filter Rectifier Half-Bridge Tank Circuit

Figure 1: Schematic diagram o f typical CFL
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
Before starting tests, the researcher searched on available sources for different types o f power 
abnormality tests that applied to test compact fluorescent lamp. N ew ly designed torture 
chamber and advanced power supply is utilized for experimental apparatus. The methodology 
that is used in the testing is generally based on the guidelines published in the IEC Standard 
61000-4-11. Selected samples from production line and competitor brands from different 
manufacturers in various power ratings were tested to study the effect o f  temperature, voltage 
sags5 on the performance o f the lamps. Initially temperature3 endurance tests are performed. 
Torture chamber has in built facility to adjust temperature inside using its digital PID 
controllers. Temperature readings o f  corresponding lamps are measured by IR thermometer. 
Then, the specifications for power abnormality simulations o f the tested CFLs are studied using 
the standards (IEC 61000-4-11). Advanced power supply can be used as voltage fluctuations 
generator which also consists programming advanced power simulations. After that, simulating 
power disturbances4 from the mentioned power supply and their functionality were studied. 
Finally observed results were evaluated. Variation in Luminous values by the affect from power 
abnormality cycles are shown in Graph 1 and Graph2.
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Graph 1: Variation in Luminous vs Tested cycles
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Graph 2: Luminous variation in tested samples

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After test performed the complete analysis, evaluation of the measured data is implemented in 
two parts. Initially the temperature analysis and then endurance analysis to voltage fluctuations. 
According to temperature readings tube temperature is increased with chamber temperature. 
Above 150°C some lamps are showed startup delay. Most of the lamps turned off above 
170°C.Due to rapid ageing in high temperatures lamp performances, lumens value is reduced. 
According to power abnormality reading of lamp performances, lumens value was greatly 
affected. Graph 1 illustrates the reduction in luminous value after affected by 0, 2000 and 4000 
power abnormality cycles. When the immunity level of the tested lamps is compared in terms 
of voltage fluctuations, it can be noted that low power rating (11W) lamp was least sensitive 
while the high power rating (20W) lamp was most sensitive to voltage fluctuations. Further 
Graph 2 illustrates the reduction in luminous value in competitor brands after affected power 
abnormality cycles. It can be clearly noted that Osram lamp is more sensitive to voltage 
fluctuations. For instance Panasonic lamp is least sensitive to voltage fluctuations. Therefore, 
as a result of voltage fluctuations light output reduced badly.
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3. CO NCLUSIO N
An extensive experimental study has been performed to determine the effect o f temperature, 

voltage fluctuations and to gain overall knowledge in operation o f the CFL. From the results 
o f the tested data, voltage tolerance curves and temperature variation curves were constructed 
to describe the sensitivity o f various CFLs to temperature and power abnormalities. 
Furthermore, Temperature tests have been performed in extreme low  temperatures and 
behavior o f CFL in cold environment should have been discussed to make the research more 
success. Moreover, effect o f humidity on CFL could have been discussed as well.
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